
The $29.8 Billion Aircraft Components Market
Size, Opportunities and Challenges (2023-2032)
The aircraft component market size reached US$ 20.2 billion in 2023 and is projected
to grow to US$ 29.8 billion by 2032, exhibiting a CAGR of 4.3% from 2023 to 2032. This
growth is driven by increasing air travel, aging aircraft fleets, and the integration of
advanced components and systems to improve fuel efficiency.

Key Players in the Aircraft Components Industry

Here are some of the key players in the Aircraft Components Industry, categorized by
their geographical origin
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North American

● Honeywell International Inc.:A diversified technology and manufacturing
company with a presence in aerospace, building technologies, and performance
materials and technologies. They produce a wide range of aircraft components
including cockpit instruments, landing gear systems, and environmental control
systems.

● Collins Aerospace:A Raytheon Technologies company that designs, develops,
manufactures, and supports a broad portfolio of avionics, communication,
navigation, information management, and other systems for the commercial and
military aerospace industry.

● Spirit AeroSystems Inc.:One of the world's largest manufacturers of commercial
airplane fuselages, wing components, and other assemblies. They work closely
with Boeing and Airbus as a Tier 1 supplier.

● Eaton Corporation PLC:A diversified industrial manufacturer of a variety of
products including electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic components used in
aircraft systems.

European

● Safran Group:A French multinational aerospace and defense company with a
presence in aircraft engines, helicopters, avionics, and defense electronics.

● Rolls-Royce plc:A British multinational engineering company that designs,
manufactures, and distributes power systems for aviation, marine, and industrial
applications. They are a leading manufacturer of jet engines for commercial and
military aircraft.

● Liebherr International AG: A Swiss multinational manufacturer of machines and
systems used in various industries including construction, mining, aerospace,
and transportation. They produce a variety of aircraft components including flight
control systems, landing gear, and hydraulic actuators.

● Airbus Group:A European multinational aerospace corporation that designs,
manufactures, and markets commercial aircraft. They also have a significant
supplier network that manufactures various aircraft components.



Opportunities and Challenges in the Aircraft Components
Industry

Opportunities

The aircraft components sector is taking off, with several exciting opportunities on the
horizon.

● Rising Demand: The global passenger count is expected to surge in the coming
years, leading to a need for more airplanes. This translates to a greater demand
for components across all sectors, from engines and landing gear to cabin
interiors.

● Green Aviation: Sustainability is a major focus, opening doors for manufacturers
of components that improve fuel efficiency and reduce emissions. Lightweight
materials, electric and hybrid propulsion systems, and advanced wing designs
are all part of this green revolution.

● The MRO Boom: Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MRO) is a growing sector.
As the global aircraft fleet ages, there's an increasing need for replacement parts
and servicing, creating opportunities for companies specializing in these areas.

● Technological Advancements: Innovation is key in this industry. Additive
manufacturing (3D printing) is making waves in creating complex, lightweight
components, while advancements in materials science are pushing the
boundaries of performance.

Challenges

The aircraft components market, despite its potential for growth, faces several
significant challenges. Here are some key hurdles that manufacturers need to navigate:

● Balancing Act: Aircraft components require a delicate balance of strength,
weight, and affordability. Strict regulations demand exceptional safety
standards, but keeping components lightweight is crucial for fuel efficiency.
Manufacturers constantly grapple with achieving these often conflicting goals.

● Supply Chain Woes: The industry relies on complex,multinational supply chains.
Disruptions due to geopolitical issues, trade wars, and even global events like
pandemics can significantly impact production and delivery schedules.

● High Costs: Developing and manufacturing high-quality aerospace components
is expensive. Stringent regulations necessitate rigorous testing and certification
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procedures, driving up costs. Additionally, the reliance on specialized materials
and skilled labor adds to the financial burden.

● Keeping Up with Demand: The cyclical nature of the aviation industry presents a
challenge. Manufacturers need to be prepared for periods of booming demand
followed by potential slowdowns in orders from aircraft manufacturers (OEMs).

● Digital Transformation: The industry is undergoing a digital revolution.
Embracing technologies like additive manufacturing and streamlining processes
through digital platforms requires significant investment and workforce training.

Aircraft Components Industry Segmentation

The aircraft components market can be segmented by aircraft type, component, and
application

By Aircraft Type
● Narrow-Body: Typically used for short to medium-haul routes.
● Wide-Body: Used for long-haul flights with higher passenger capacities.
● Regional Jets/Turboprops: Smaller aircraft used for short-haul and regional

flights.

By Component
● Fuselage: The main body of the aircraft.
● Empennage: The tail section, including vertical and horizontal stabilizers.
● Landing Gear: Includes wheels, struts, and associated systems.
● Wings: Responsible for generating lift.
● Engine: The propulsion system of the aircraft.
● Others: Includes various other critical systems and components.

By Application
● Commercial Air Transport: Encompasses passenger and cargo airlines.
● Business and General Aviation: Includes corporate travel, private flights, and

recreational purposes.
● Military Aviation: Encompasses aircraft used by armed forces.



Regional Analysis

● North America
North America leads the market, driven by the rising adoption of technologically
advanced aircraft components and the presence of major airlines and MRO service
providers.

● Europe
Europe has a strong market presence, supported by stringent regulatory frameworks
and a significant number of key airlines and aircraft manufacturers.

● Asia Pacific
Asia Pacific is a fast-growing market, characterized by increasing air travel and a mix of
legacy and low-cost carriers.

● Middle East and Africa
This region is developing its market through improving aviation infrastructure and
investment in modern MRO facilities.

● Latin America
Latin America shows potential due to its diverse range of aircraft and growing aviation
sector.

Conclusion

The aircraft components sector is integral to the aviation industry's success. With
steady growth driven by technological advancements and increasing air travel, the
market offers significant opportunities despite its challenges. Key players continue to
innovate, ensuring safety, efficiency, and sustainability in the aviation sector.
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